
See Well, Play Better with PROGEAR Eyeguard  
 

OPSM Belmont are proud stockists of PROGEAR Eyeguard, leaders in sports 

eyewear. 

  

Around 95% of our movements are controlled by vision. Those who can see 

well while playing sports will be able to react more quickly, move more        

confidently and will better appreciate situations therefore avoiding dangerous 

accidents.  

 

Less risk – more fun! The eyes need special protection especially in            

fast-paced types of ball sports. PROGEAR Eyeguard has been developed to 

include special athletics features that significantly minimize the risk of serious 

eye injuries during sports.  

 

With PROGEAR, protection is guaranteed as each frame is made from       

extremely durable polycarbonate and includes special lens mounts within each 

frame. In fact PROGEAR Eyeguard is the FIRST sports eyewear line ever   

created to pass all 3 international sports safety standards at the same time – 

ASTM F803 (USA), EN 166 (Europe) and JIS T8147.5.1d (Japan). Products 

certified under these standards are subject to stringent tests of high speed 

impacts simulated for various sports. 

 

PROGEAR Eyeguard sports eyewear offers a wide field of vision and lenses 

can be custom fitted by us with your prescription. You can bring your current 

prescription to us or arrange an appointment with us for an eye test. 

 

There are many reasons why PROGEAR Eyeguard fits so flawlessly. From the 

interior cushion and nose pads to the flexible headband mount, every detail 

ensures an accurate fit and comfortable wear. The combination of excellent 

materials, meticulous workmanship and a cool design makes PROGEAR 

Eyeguard sports eyewear feel all-around safe and comfortable. 

 

PROGEAR Eyeguard comes in 4 sizes, Small for kids; Medium for juniors and 

ladies; Large and XL for adults. Each size frame has its own unique and               

age-relevant colors. Available in Frame (with temples) or Goggle versions for 

optimum styling and fit.  

 

Visit us in-store to discuss your sports eyewear needs or email us at: 

7047store@opsm.com.au  
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